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Jokes Jokes And More Jokes
Emily Blunt and Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson had “instant” chemistry when they started working together on Disney’s new movie Jungle Cruise (premiering on July 30 in theatres and on Disney+).
Emily Blunt, The Rock call out 'appalling,' 'dark web jokes' they made while filming Disney 'Jungle Cruise' movie
The Rock didn't know what he bargained for bringing Emily Blunt onboard the "Jungle Cruise." The result is a verbal sparring battle for the ages.
Emily Blunt, Dwayne Johnson reveal most awkward 'Jungle Cruise' kiss, dirty jokes cut by Disney
Best Jokes for Kids to Get the Whole Family Cracking Up. It doesn't have to be April Fools' Day for you to let the jokes loose. From sweet puns for moms on Mother's Day to gho ...
100 Best Jokes for Kids to Get the Whole Family Cracking Up
The writer, comedian, and podcast host shares her skin journey and must-have products for Glamour's Acne Diaries.
Caroline Goldfarb Runs Instagram’s Funniest Account, But Knows Acne Is No Joke
Lenny Kravitz is ready for his Magic Mike debut. The rock star posted a photo of himself showing off his six pack while building a deck outside. The photo caught the attention of many fans, but also ...
Lenny Kravitz Jokes He's 'Ready' to Star in 'Magic Mike 3' After Daughter Zoe Pokes Fun at His Latest Post
Matt Damon is having fun trolling Ben Affleck and Jennifer Lopez. The Still Water star, 50, appeared on SiriusXM's The Jess Cagle Show on Tuesday where he was asked about his longtime friend and ...
Matt Damon Jokes He Wishes 'Nothing But Hardship' on Ben Affleck and Jennifer Lopez:
In an era of antiheroes, of Jokers and sitcoms with cusses in the title, Sam Richardson is a revelation. While Richardson is a nice guy, he isn’t typecast as nice guys as much creatively driven to ...
Sam Richardson Will Always Defend Detroit and Poop Jokes
Through TikTok and Instagram Reels, resident mollusk expert Tim Pearce has helped the museum expand its digital following during the pandemic with his punny jokes and research explainers alike.
How Carnegie Museum of Natural History rose to online fame on a tide of snail jokes
A 42-year-old Illinois man posted a TikTok video claiming that "the largest dinosaur tibia ever discovered" had been found on a farm in his community. Thousands of people believed it.
How a viral TikTok joke about dinosaur bones on an Illinois farm found a wide audience of believers
Lizzo’s not done with her love for Chris Evans yet! The “Truth Hurts” singer brought up her crush once more in a TikTok video on July 27. See her video.
Lizzo Jokes She’s Expecting a Baby With Chris Evans: ‘We’re Going to Have a Little America!’
Matt Damon is hitting the red carpet, while his best friend Ben Affleck hits the water. Access Hollywood caught up with the actor at the New York premiere of his new movie, “Stillwater” and the actor ...
Matt Damon Jokes About Working While Ben Affleck Enjoys St. Tropez With Jennifer Lopez: ‘It's Not All Vacations and Yachts’
Get your class excited with these math jokes for kids and number jokes make learning fun! Was math your favorite subject? Our funny math jokes and math puns including fraction jokes, Pi jokes and ...
Math Jokes
Ghostbusters: Afterlife fans are wondering why the latest trailer for the movie doesn't have any jokes at all.
Ghostbusters: Afterlife Fans Are Wondering Where The Jokes Are In New Trailer
This originated on a comedian’s Twitter page but is being confused as authentic as it’s shared in other forums.
An Olympics hot mic video allegedly of an NBC producer isn’t real — it’s a joke
Read up on our religious jokes, Christian Jokes and more that will have you laughing in church. A priest buys a lawn mower at a yard sale. Back home, he pulls on the starter rope a few times with ...
Religious Jokes
Back in June, it was reported that Khloe Kardashian and Tristan Thompson had broken up for the second time. Shortly after the news broke, Tana Mongeau tweeted that Thompson was “one of the first ...
YouTube Star Tana Mongeau Apologizes To Khloe Kardashian Over Tristan Thompson Joke
Flynn previously called for a Myanmar-style military coup in the United States, comments which he was widely criticized for.
Michael Flynn Totes Rifle And Jokes 'Maybe I'll Find Somebody in Washington, D.C.'
Doncic recorded the second-highest score from an individual in a men's Olympics basketball game, with his 48 points only behind Oscar Schmidt's record of 55.
Luka Doncic's Dominating Olympics Performance For Slovenia Sparks Jokes, Memes
Andy Ruiz Jr. has heard all the fat jokes, and understands he has a reputation ... Ruiz has that and more, including a new trainer and his engaging tale of what happened when he suddenly became ...
Column: Ruiz has heard the fat jokes, but comeback no joke
The Tokyo Olympic organizing committee fired the director of the opening ceremony on Thursday because of a Holocaust joke he made during a comedy show in 1998.
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